17. O-ring Accessories

We offer 14 different O-ring boxes in Nitrile 70, Nitrile 90 and Viton® 70; in metrical, AS- and Afnor-dimensions. We also have custom-made boxes developed for your aftermarket. For the maintenance department we offer several “helps” for better installation and identification (Rubber-indicator, measuring device, glues, hardness-indicator, (de)installation set).

O-ring Splicing Kit
An O-ring splicing kit is a universal tool to prepare and repair cord rings. The Service Kit contains 15 feet (5 meter) of NBR 70 Shore A cord in various thicknesses: .070 inch (1.78 mm), 2 mm., .103 inch (2.62 mm), 3 mm, .139 inch (3.53 mm), 4 mm, 5 mm, .210 inch (5.33 mm), 6 mm and .275 inch (7 mm). Also included is Sicomet glue, a cutting tool, a measuring tool, scour spray etc. It is possible to also supply the kit with Fluoroelastomer FKM cord instead of NBR.

O-ring Cone
With this Cone it is very easy to determine the AS-number of O-rings according to the AS-568A and metric standard.

Pi-Tape Measuring tape
With this metal measuring tape it is easy to determine the diameter of O-rings. There are two types: For diameters between 1 - 12 inches (20 - 300 mm), and for diameters 12 - 27 inches (300 - 700 mm).

Installation Tools
Tools for proper installation and disassembling of O-rings.